
ters with rock. Of course, it turned out
that these forms were, in the end, easily
adaptable to the music business* stan-
dard operating procedure as well. The
rise and fall of Nirvana and the
shenanigans at Woodstock '99 should
make it clear that the familiar romantic
pattern of star-spangled excess, deca-
dent fame and violent dissolution can
be learned by rote and continually
played back over and over again.

Still, these more recent phenomena
left important legacies that point beyond
the familiar pattern. For instance, while
Miller was half-heartedly covering
Michael Jackson's every twitch for
Newsweek in the mid-'80s (a story he
uses to detail his disillusionment),
groups like the Minutemen, Mission of
Burma, Hiisker Du and a host of others
were making seminal records on

unknown labels, touring the country in
vans and playing for small crowds. The
broad cultural influence of these kinds of
music scenes—across genres—can still
be felt in the wealth of independent
record labels, community performance
spaces, musical collectives and bands
scattered around the country today.
Some of these are merely unofficial
"farm teams" hustling to get noticed by
the larger music industry, but many con-
tinue to provide a way for people to
make music more or less under the radar
or just outside the provenance of the big
record companies.

This is a history you can't get from
Miller's book. It requires readjusting
one's understanding of what rock 'n'
roll has become. To some extent the
sense of personal transformation that
Miller so adeptly evokes is predicated

upon a sense of youthful idealism nur-
tured by the buzz and rush of radio
patter, fast money, inchoate politics,
racial transgression and drugs that
made rock so new in the years that
Miller surveys. While all this may still
be in effect to one degree or another,
rock music has mutated indeed. In fact,
Miller's frustration with the history
proves it has been transformed; it has
"grown up," for lack of a better phrase,
and can no longer be measured or
understood through the language of
youthful exuberance and Utopian trans-
formation. It will take instruments
other than those Miller employs to
chart its as yet unknown effects. •

Sandy Zipp, a graduate student at Yale in
American studies, has also written for The
Baffler and Might.

Make It Strange
By J.W. Mason

I n one of the remarkable poems he
wrote while in exile in Denmark,
Bertolt Brecht wondered, "Why

should my name be mentioned?" He
offered answers—"because I praised the
useful"—but concluded: "But today / I
accept that it will be forgotten. / Why
should the baker be asked for if there is
enough bread?... Why should there be a
past if there is a future?"

Brecht and Method
By Fredric Jameson
Verso
184 pages, $25

So when Fredric Jameson speculates at
the beginning of his study Brecht and
Method that "Brecht would have been
delighted ... at an argument, not for his
greatness, or his canonicity, nor even for
some new and unexpected value of poster-
ity ... [but] rather for his usefulness," one
wonders if he really would have been as
delighted as all that. But the future with no
further need of Brecht was to be the day
"when man is a helper to man," and if its
realization has been indefinitely delayed,
by the same token so has Brecht's obscuri-
ty. For the moment, there are many good
reasons for his name to be mentioned.

I have no idea what complex theoret-
ical gap Jameson intends a study of
Brecht to fill; charting the branches of
his work and their recombinations
keeps platoons of graduate students
occupied. Let's ask instead why Jameson
personally might choose to write about
Brecht. As the man who owns the fran-
chise on "postmodernism" (its
"capture" by Jameson is nicely docu-
mented in Perry Anderson's excellent
Origins of Postmodernity), he has been at
the center of all the pullulating debates
over the uses and abuses of that term
and of the relation between cultural
politics and the real item.

Thank god the "culture wars" seem to
have petered out. But Jameson, who
unlike many of his lit-crit colleagues is a
lucid writer and thinker, cannot have

Jameson wants to
rescue Brecht, and, by
extension, Marxism,
from the taint of
the gulag.

been untroubled by the questions begged
by, for instance, the habit of referring to
academic articles as "interventions."
Jameson is distinguished from many on
the cultural left by the clarity and confi-
dence of his political stance, which is
overtly anti-capitalist and positions itself
in the tradition of political economy. But
he is uncertain what the duties and capa-
bilities of a political writer are in a time of
political paralysis. So he looks to Brecht
as a model for what a writer can do.

The answer Jameson comes up with is
not that different from what his less

committed colleagues might offer: His
Brecht is a universal subversive, under-
mining every convention, orthodoxy and
received idea. Jameson no doubt wants to
rescue Brecht—and, by extension,
Marxism—from the taint of the gulag.
But more than an opportunistic reread-
ing, this represents a fundamentally
different approach to politics than Brecht
represented in his own day. And it fails to
fully capture the project of Brecht and his
comrades, who were as concerned with
building up as with tearing down.

For someone who has encountered
Brecht as a spectator at his plays (or his
imitators'), the book's focus will come
as a surprise. Jameson is not much inter-
ested in "Brechtianism"—a mix of sly
self-contradiction, paradox, heroic
cowardice and honest hypocrisy on the
one hand, and of self-conscious
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"estrangement effects" in which the
artificiality of the situation of the play
(or, these days, the movie) is highlight-
ed. His concern isn't with Brecht's style
or technique (though he has some
interesting things to say about what
makes Brecht work on
the page and in the the-
ater) nor, significantly,
with his specific politi-
cal commitments, but,
as the title suggests,
with his method.

Which is what? The
conventional designa-
tion is epic theater,
which suggests Homer,
Beowulf and the Elder
Edda. But as Jameson
points out, the epic
that Brecht opposed to
familiar dramatic the-
ater had none of these
connotations: It simply
meant narrative or
storytelling. If dramatic
theater is the playing
out of a premise whose unavoidable res-
olution leaves us with a sense of
catharsis, or at least satisfaction, epic is
the theater of the contingent, the arbi-
trary and the evitable. The tension it
produces isn't resolved within the world
of the play. Or as Brecht himself put it:
"This way of subordinating everything
to a single idea, this passion for pro-
pelling the spectator along a single
track where he can look neither left nor
right, neither up nor down, is some-
thing the new school of playwriting [the
epic] must reject."

Al every moment, he always remind-
ed his actors, they must convey the fact
that their characters could have done
otherwise, and his plays were to have
the air of (often, in fact were)
rehearsals, which might well be per-
formed differently the next time around.
In tae same way, the estrangement
effects offer a reminder that the world is
also arbitrary, artificial, unnatural—in
short, strange; what seems natural is
reasly a product of human action and
therefore subject to modification.

As Jameson rightly points out,
Brecht's plays, while thoroughly politi-
cal—in the sense that they were
intended to provoke the audience to
action—didn't function at all in the

way we often expect of political art.
Brecht, he insists, had no patience with
"culinary" theater that moved the audi-
ence through their emotions. In the
Three-Penny Opera, he offered
Peachum, the instructor of professional

Brecht with life mask, 1931
beggars, as a ruthless satire on anyone
who hopes to arouse the sympathy of
the well-off for the poor. The play's
opening title reads: "To combat the
increasing callousness of mankind, J.
Peachum, a man of business, has
opened up a shop where the poorest of
poor can acquire an exterior that will
touch the hardest of hearts."

Brecht carefully reworked plays like
Galileo and The Caucasian Chalk Circle
to make their protagonists less sympa-
thetic and identification with them
trickier. He didn't want audiences to
suspend disbelief and enter into the
imaginative world of the play as an
escape from their daily routine; he want-
ed workers to come, smoke cigars during
the performance and debate its applica-
tion to their lives afterward. He was
especially attracted to court cases, both
because of their implicit invitation for
the audience to pass its own judgment,
and because of the chance they present-
ed to show that what appeared as a
seamless moral order was in fact hope-
lessly contradictory.

J ameson approves of Brecht's ability
to ferret out contradictions; to

invite analysis; to systematically play
against, rather than to, an audience's

emotional responses. This is the heart
of his method, and for Jameson, it's a
method inherently opposed to doc-
trine. What Brecht was about, Jameson
insists, was challenging every conven-
tional view; what he offered was a kind

of universal acid with
which ideas could be bro-
ken down into their
smallest component
parts, the better to be
"reconstructed replaced,
improved."

Even Brecht's Marxism,
which his critics and
admirers both see at the
center of his work, lacks
for Jameson any posi-
tive content. If Brecht
acknowledged Marxism as
the "science of society,"
what he meant was, "Yes,
Marxism really is a sci-
ence ... but only in that
figurative sense of what
accompanies and theo-
rizes the new." He made

no argument, supported no cause,
except in a relative and contingent way,
and his greatest fear was that ideas
which were useful for the moment
would be regarded as absolutely true.
Thus the paradoxes, the playing of val-
ues against each other; the constant
reminders to the audience that what
they are watching is just a play, and
might be put on differently under differ-
ent circumstances. In the end, says
Jameson, this warning against the freez-
ing or fossilizing of ideas is the only
thing the plays have to teach us: "The
doctrine is simply the method itself."

Jameson is quite right that techniques
of "Brechtianism" exist for a reason: to
shock and surprise, to make people
rethink what they've taken for granted.
Brecht often noted that if his particular
alienation effects became too familiar,
they themselves would have to be alien-
ated; writing today, Brecht would not be
a Brechtian. And he acknowledged a
certain primacy of technique over con-
tent: "Show that you are showing!
Among all the varied attitudes / Which
you show when showing how men play
their parts / The attitude of showing
must never be forgotten." Jameson draws
especially on the Me-Ti: The Book of
Twists and Turns, which retells Marx in
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the idiom of the Chinese classics to pro-
duce aphorisms like, "Certain thoughts,
of the ordering kind ... can be compared
to bureaucrats in their conduct and func-
tion." So his postmodern Brecht is, at
least, not created out of whole cloth.

Still, is this all there is to Brecht?
Brecht's critics, notes Jameson, denied
that estrangement effects were what
made the plays run; they "maintained
that Brechtian distanciation was impossi-
ble, that we always identified with
Mother Courage and her tragedy in spite
of ourselves." For that matter, many of
Brecht's admirers have said the same.
Would the plays still be performed if they
lacked what Brecht (and Jameson) dis-
miss as "culinary" virtues, or if nothing
could be taken from them but a warning
against "thoughts of the ordering kind"?

The limits of Jameson's approach
become clearest in his section on the
lehrstucken, Brecht's didactic "teaching
plays" of the '30s, which offer the richest
pickings for anyone convinced that the
man was simply an apologist for
Stalinism. These short plays are as cheer-
fully paradoxical as anything Brecht
wrote, but the contradictions and ironic
reversals always serve to uphold, rather
than undermine, a particular perspective:
that of the revolutionary and the
Communist. In The Measures Taken, for
example, a young agitator in China is
executed for sympathizing excessively
with the coolies; his killers are exonerat-
ed before a Party tribunal.

In their own way, the lehrstucken are
entirely admirable attempts to face up to
the contradictions of Communism in
the '20s and '30s. But they can hardly be
taken at face value by modem readers,
least of all Jameson's; what then is he to
make of them? To his credit, he doesn't
take the obvious tack: that these pieces
are slyly undermining the world-view
they seem to espouse. They're simply
too well put together as propaganda for
that reading to get any purchase.

It's a sign of the magnitude of the dif-
ficulty the lehrstucken create for Jameson
that he resorts to a strategy used
nowhere else in the book: an examina-
tion of how these plays were actually
performed. The object of the propagan-
da, he notes, was the actors, not the
audiences; and in rehearsals and perfor-
mances, the whole cast would rotate
through all of the parts. Interesting: Was

what seems to be an apology for Party
ruthlessness really simply an exercise in
looking at a problem from every side?

I don't think so. Brecht was a Red, not
(or not just) a proto-postmodernist. At
the end of the day, he sometimes meant
what he said. His doctrine was more
than his method.

U nlike many of today's radicals,
who see fragmentation, decenter-

ing and the breaking down of identities
as ends in themselves, Brecht knew
that any effective political project
required a fixed place to stand. Like
many of his comrades, Brecht was alert
to the failures and absurdities of
Communism and the Soviet Union,
but he made his compromises with
them—and worked to support them in
his writing—because he believed that
it was not enough to tear down the
institutions of capitalism; alternatives
had to be built in their place.

Of these complex and troubling ques-
tions only hints can be found in Brecht
and Method. Jameson observes, intriguing-
ly, that "much of left dialectics, from 1917
onwards, was generated by the conceptu-
al dilemmas offered by [the conflict]
between the particular and the universal,
between a specific historical fact or
datum—the Soviet Union, with its own
national and local requirements—and
the universalism of a left class politics."
And in a footnote he admits that consis-
tency would require him to commit his
Brecht more fully to the "decentered" and
the "heterogeneous," though he would
"prefer not to." But these admissions that
some tension exists between his univer-
sally subversive Brecht and the concrete
political project to which the real Brecht
was dedicated are, at best, eddies running
against the main current of the book.

Yet Jameson's depiction of Brecht is
still a compelling one, not so much
wrong as incomplete. And the central
thesis is hardly all there is in Brecht and
Method. It is a rich book, one that strikes
out in many different directions at once,
many of which aren't touched on here. In
the end, perhaps the secret of Jameson's
greatness, like Brecht's, is that he doesn't
adhere to his method too strictly. •

J.W. Mason works for the AFL-CIO and
has also written for The Baffler, The
Nation and The American Prospect.
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Haality Tours
Go beyond the tourist experience. Learn
about grass-roots movements and human
rights all over the world, every month, every
year. Meet the people behind the scenes in
Cuba, Mexico, South
Africa, Israel/Palestine,
Haiti, Brazil, Ireland
and Guatemala.

For a free brochure,
call us at
1-800-497-1994
or visit our Web site
at www.globalexchange.org

Sierra Magazine
Get that Sierra attitude! John Muir had it
right when he said, "To know the importance
of the outdoors, you must experience it for
yourself." The Sierra Club's award-winning
bimonthly magazine has had it for more
than 100 years as the voice of America's
premier grass-roots
environmental activist
organization. And you'll
have it when you start
reading Sierra.
Six issues/$15.00
(15% discount off the
newsstand cover price).
Call 1-800-765-7904

Earth Tones
The only long distance phone service to give
100% of its profits to environmental campaigns.
Founded and wholly owned by nonprofit groups,
Earth Tones prints bills on recycled paper with
detailed monthly Green Alert updates. Free calls
to Congress.
Low, simple rates
for residential,
business and
calling card
service. The EnvfrommmtaA

Phon* Company.Satisfaction
(guaranteed.
For a free brochure, call 1-888-EARTH TONES
(888-327-8486) or visit www.essential.org/earthjnnes

ts. Cocina Cubana Sencilla
Staple Cuban Cooking
iiy ''aul L. Adams, M.D.
A new cookbook and family memoir by a life-long
socialist brings you 222 delicious Cuban recipes.
Paul Adams, an academic child psychiatrist,
displays in this beautiful
book his love for Cuba, for
progressive ideas and causes,
and for the welfare of all the
earth's children.
Send $22.50 in check or
money order (including
shipping and handling) to:
Paul L. Adams
1207 Summit Avenue
Louisville, KY 40204

American
Anti-Vivisection
Society
AAVS has been working to secure the rights
of laboratory animals for more than 115 years.
Find out how you can help.
Call (800) SAY-AAVS or visit
www.aavs.org, and we will send you
a free cruelty-free shopping guide.

ending the ute of aniinats in science

American Anti-Vivisection Society

The Bear Deluxe Magazine j
Environmental Writing an«3 Visual Art [

Put the Bear back in your galaxy. Special
Sci-Fi theme issue of The Bear Deluxe
coming out this November. Discover the
award-winning quarterly magazine, and
you'll never turn back to the same old
stuff. Journalism, news, fiction, poetry and
visual art—The Bear Deluxe has it all.
And so can you.

Four issues/$16.00
Sample copy: $3
Send check or money order to
The Bear Deluxe Magazine
P.O. Box 10342
Portland, OR 97296
or call us at (503) 242-1047

Join the real
Pf. Patch Adams
on a study tour of

HEALTH AND
HEALING
in CUBA

December 10-20, 1999

GLOBAL EXCHANGE
415-255-7296 ext. 231
pam@globalexchangc.org

I___

E Magazine
The award-winning, nonprofit environmental
magazine, chock-full of information, news and
commentary on the growing movement to
protect and restore our imperiled planet.
Covering issues from rainforests to recycling,
and from the "personal to
the political,"
E Magazine's what-to-do
emphasis will enlighten
and inspire you.
Subscriptions are
$20/year
for six issues.
Visit our website at
www.emagazine.com

Cab & Ptace
Steer your way through the
new year with the 2000
CAT LOVERS AGAINST
THE BOMB wall calendar.
Cover cat Violet and twelve
other fascinating felines
welcome you to the new
millennium. With daily
information on cat history

and peace activities of the past, plus dates of impor-
tance in the struggle for human rights and equality.
US $7.95 plus US $1.25 shipping.
Nebraskans for Peace: (402) 475-4620
PO Box 83466
Lincoln, NE 68501
wehsite: http://expage.com/page/CLAB
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Is this the end?1 Or is it just the beginning?

www.jubilee2000.org

Earth Island Journal
Get the whole picture! "Earth Island Journal is
unparalleled in its ability to illuminate
ecological dimensions of contemporary science,
politics and culture."—Ume Reader
"The liveliest magazine covering the
environment."—In These Times
International reporting,
tips for activist-readers.
Published by David
Brower's Earth Island
Institute, your membership
supports over 30 critical
environmental projects.
Special offer!
Rrst year (4 issues) $15
(415)788-3666
www.earthisland.org

Dollars & Sense:
What's Left in Economics

The economy is too important to be left in the
hands of "experts" and politicians. Economic
decisions, whether global or local, directly impact
where you work, how you live, and what you eat,
drink, and breathe. That's why Dollars & Sense
tackles economic issues in plain English, digging
beneath conventional
wisdom, describing real-life
problems, and pointing out
concrete alternatives.
Six issues/$18.95
Call 1-888-736-7377
D&S, One Summer St.,
Somerville, MA 02143
www.dollarsandsense.org

Visit the Archives of
Albert and Vera
Weisbord,
leading radicals
of the '30s.

www.weisbord.org

Classifieds
HELP WANTED

UNION RESEARCHER-CAMPAIGNERS:
The Service Employees International Union
(SEIU), the fastest growing labor organization
representing more than 1.2 million workers,
seeks campaign-oriented research staff for
Washington, DC-based senior, mid-level and
entry level jobs. All require commitment to
progressive social change and strong techni-
cal and quantitative ability. SEIU represents
workers in the healthcare and building ser-
vice industries and in the public sector. Com-
petitive salary, excellent benefits. Send
resume, writing samples and list of refer-
ences to: P.O. Box 34104-RC, Washington,
DC 20043 or fax to: 202-898-3407. EOE.

ASSISTANT TO THE PUBLISHER at
IN THESE TIMES. Learn the business
side of nonprofit publishing. Qualifications:
Excellent organizational and communication
skills, verbal and written. Salary: low 20's.
Full health benefits, 4 wks. paid vacation.
Mail resume and cover letter to Beth Schul-
man, 2040 N. Milwaukee, Chicago, IL 60647.

ORGANIZER: Work in dynamic program
organizing health care workers for SEIU
Local 285. Salary $30's to mid-40's DOE.
WORKER EDUCATION PROGRAM DIREC-
TOR: Direct and develop innovative adult
education programs for labor/management
project of SEIU 285 and unionized employ-
ers. Salary high 40's. Both positions include
excellent benefits and are Boston based.
Fax resume ASAP: (617) 541-6839.

INTERNS WANTED. If you have a strong
interest in progressive politics and indepen-
dent publishing and can work at least two
days a week, why not volunteer at IN
THESE TIMES? Help with fact-checking,
article research, proofreading and updating

our Web site. Applicants can contact news
editor Kristin Kolb at kolb@inthesetimes.com.

ILLINOIS PEACE ACTION, the state's
largest grassroots peace and disarmament
group seeks an EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
responsible for all organizational and pro-
grammatic functions of IPA. Successful can-
didate will have organizing experience,
strong fundraising skills, and commitment to
peace and justice. Salary negotiable. Bene-
fits. Send resume, writing sample, and cover
letter to: Search Committee, Illinois Peace
Action, 202 S. State St., Suite 1500, Chicago,
IL 60604. No calls. AA/EOE.

COMMUNITY JOBS: The Employment News-
paper for the Non-Profit Sector. Join over
50,000 job-seekers in reading a unique month-
ly publication containing more than 200 new
job listings (in Environment, Arts, International,
Health, Youth, Civil Rights, Housing, Human
Services, etc.). Featuring informative articles,
book reviews, resource lists, profiles of non-
profit organizations and the people who found
them. Contact: Community Jobs, 1001 Con-
necticut Ave. NW, Ste. 838, Wash., DC 20036.

PUBLICATIONS

IN THESE TIMES BACK ISSUES—Did you
miss a recent issue? Don't worry. Back
issues of ITT are available for just $3 each
in the U.S.; $5 each overseas. Send check
or money order to In These Times, 2040 N.
Milwaukee Ave., Chicago, IL 60647.

CALENDARS

CAT LOVERS AGAINST THE BOMB 2000
wall calendar, $7.95 +$1.25 postage. An
inexpensive holiday gift for your feline-loving

Continued on page 28

Puffin Foundation Ltd. Annual Grant Search
The Puffin Foundation encourages a continuing dialogue between "...art and
the lives of ordinary people." We are resolute in our support of those artists

whose work, due to their genre and/or social philosophy,
might have difficulty in being aired. We especially encourage
new artists to apply for a grant.

, Grants are made in all fields of the creative arts, including
dance, theater, documentary, photography, fine arts, etc...
Applicants may apply for a year 2000 grant prior to
Dec. 31,1999. Average grant awards range between
$500 to $2,500.
For applications, write to: The Puffin Foundation Ltd.

Department I
20 East Oakdene Avenue
Teaneck, NJ 07666
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Continued from page 27
friends. Order from: NFP/ CLAB,
PO Box 83466, Lincoln, NE 68501,
or cal! (402) 475-4620. VISA/MG
accepted. E-mail: catcal@aol.com.

GBANTS

QRANrS$500-$5000 to INDIVID-
UAL WOMEN AGE 54+ for projects
in any field that enrich and empower
ths lives of adutt women. Write for
instructions (include SASE). The
Thanks Be To Grandmother
Winifred Foundation/ITT, PO Box
1448, Wainscott, NY 11975.

PERSONALS

CONCERNED SINGLES
NEWSLETTER

links compatible singles who
eore about peace, social justice,
gender equity, racism and the

environment.
Nationwide. Since 1984. All ages.

FREE SAMPLE: <% Box 444-iT.
LenoxDale,raA01242,

BT (413) 445-6309;
or at http://vww.concemedsingles.com

r MO—21st Annual
Paper in Particular

National Juried Competition
Works on/of paper.

Juror: Donald Roberts.
Slides Deadline: Nov. 16,1999

Accepted works deadline:
Jan. 22,2000.

Open to USA artists.
Medium—on/of paper.

$15 entry fee.
Limited to three 35 mm slides.
Award—one-person show at
Columbia College. Contact:

Ed Collings, Paper In Particular,
Columbia College,

1001 Rogers, Columbia, MO 65216.
Ph.(573)875-7521.

Or visit our website at
www.colmo.com

mt*
Read The
Progressive
Populist

A Journal from the Heartland
with alternative news and
views from Jim Hightower,
Molly Ivins, Ralph Nader,
Jesse Jackson, other muckrak-
ers, agitators and the best of
the nation's alternative press.
... An antidote for your daily
news.... Deflating pompous
plutocrats since 1995.

Only $29.95 for 22 issues.
For a free sample copy, call
toll-free 1-800-205-7067
or see www.populist.com

Weekly News Update
on the Americas

"Indispensable for keeping up
on Latin American events."
—Allan Nairn. Free trial.

339 Lafayette, NY, NY,
10012, 212-674-9499.

wnu@igc.org

JEWISH CURRENTS
October 1999 issue

"Recollecting Isaac Bashevis
Singer/'jeffrey Sussman; "The

Absolute Truth," Roberta Gordon
Silver; "Sticks and Stones," Ruth
Guthartz; "Songs of Love and
Struggle," Leo Summergrad.

Single issue: $3 (USA).
Subscription: $30 yearly (USA).

JEWISH CURRENTS
Dept. T, Suite 601,

22 E. 17 St, New York, NY 10003

Thomas Paine
VIDIOCASSETTE

Urn educational, "very informative," and "fascinating 40-minute video,
written and losted ty Thomas Paine Scholar Carl Shapiro, was telecast via
cable TV throughout northern New jersey in die spang of 1992. In this orig-

tevoiutionaty writer aid foremost exponent of democratic principles is
recounted to a presentation "sure m its content" and clear in its delivery. A
discussion of IteMnowa bat significant incidents m Fame's life adds
imttteasuiaWy to dws ine»otafole video.

VMS cassette, $25.00 ppd. (USA)
INDEPENDENT PUBUCATiafB, f>0, BOX 102, WDGfRfLO, NJ 07657

VISIT

IN THESE TIMES
ON THE WEB:

WWW.INTHESETIMES.COM

ABRAHAM LINCOLN wanted you to
have MORE MONEY in your purse.
Is your take-home pay okay?
Eye-opening 17pg "ABE'S JUST
CURRENCY," $1.00/one stamp,

FOB 2492(t), Laguna Hills, CA
92654-2492.

T-SHIRTS!
By artists from
World War 3 Illustrated
Explosive artwork from
Eric DnHiker, FLY, Sabrina
Jones, Lawrence Van Abbema
&. Peter Kuper

Call 888-732-3488, ext.Z39
for a free catalogue

All shirb $12, 3 for $10 each

Prometheus!

STOP GEJVTRIFICATION

Shirt D, by Peter Kuper

IN THESE
TIMES

ads
work like your own sales force.
WORD RATES:
95c per word /1 -2 issues
85c per word / 3-5 issues
80C per word / 6-9 issues
750 per word /10-19 issues
65c per word / 20 + issues

DISPLAY INCH RATES:
S30 per inch/1-2 issues
S28 per inch / 3-5 issues
S26 per inch / 6-9 issues
S24 per inch /10-19 issues
S22 per inch / 20 + issues

Classified ads must be prepaid. Send your copy, coupon and payment to:
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Welcome to the the Nightly Peoples Report with your host Dennis Hans
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In the Peoples of Color Market, the Angolan fell to 44,000
to the American while the Cuban closed up 500 points at
13,000, reflecting a strong rookie pitching crop that has scouts
salivating. The Haitian climbed 800 to 22,000 following
JDisney's announcement of a summer blockbuster with textile
tie-ins. The modern version of Snoyv White finds the seven
dwarfs living the good life in a Port-au-Prince assembly shop.

Today saw another big sell-off of Timorese as investors
remain frightened by Western support for intensified
Indonesian repression. While Jakarta and Washington pay lip
service to Timorese aspirations for independence, savvy ana-
lysts are not impressed. They say the Timorese, which closed
at 52,000, could go the way of the Iraqi.

Speaking of which ... indifference is so great that in a
recent poll of people managers, 95 percent were unaware
that eight years of economic sanctions had taken a million or
more Iraqis off the market.

Some analysts credit President Clinton for devaluing
the Iraqi to 500,000, while others feel a hands-off
approach might trigger a recovery. In any event, the Iraq!
has been demoted from the Peoples Market to the
Commodities Market, where it is pegged at 200 to the
cow and 25 to the soybean.

,;̂ l rid now, tonight's commentary: Once again, govern-
gxf ment intervention in the Peoples Market has reared its
ugly head. While the Exiled Kosovar is a great story, the
NATO-organized relief effort has artificially inflated its value.
In a free system of freely traded humans, the Exiled Kosovar
would be worth no more than the Rwandan or the
Guatemalan. Let's allow the market to work its magic. In the
long run, we'll all be better off.

Thank you for watching the Nightly Peoples Report. Happy
investing, and may you never sell people short. •
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